
Cross-continental living by leaps and
bounds, taking risks and emerging on top
Rethinking business as a mom, feminist,
and survivor of depression & burnout
Releasing expectations, completion of
life's missions, navigating identity crisis
Life after having it all as a new beginning,
re-imagining the possible in new ways
Going beyond the pragmatic and
conventional to strengthen relationships
Opening to receive and distinguishing
between generational wounds, strengths 
Inspiring modern-day living, leading, and
loving for Aquarian women in leadership

Sara Oblak Speicher, MBA is a former international elite athlete
turned master life coach, quantum strategist, mindset expert. A
transformational mentor and mystic, she leverages 25+ years of
experience to empower women in leadership to reimagine the
possible, redefine success, and rewrite rules of living.

Through work, play, and magic, Sara blends lifestyle
architecture, time mastery and strategic genius with mental
brilliance and spirituality to help clients simplify complexities,
create flow in chaos, and have more time. They get to emerge
into the world in ways that reflect the fire of their heart,
knowing of their soul, and magic of their vision. With clarity,
confidence and joy. And, bring their boldest dreams to life. At
home. At work. In love. In life.

Slovenia-native now a New Yorker, she holds journalism and
MBA degrees, has recently wrote her first book, and hosts the
Make Your Life Your Legacy podcast. As an inspirational
speaker, Sara gets vulnerable, goes deep, and keeps it real.

Sara is an avid traveler in love affair with the mountains and the
sea; an advocate hailing from a lineage of powerful women; a
witchy ambivert who healed from postpartum depression and
severe burnout.

Living her mission and walking her talk (in heels despite being
6'1" tall), Sara currently resides in the Lower Hudson Valley with
her husband, two young daughters, and three furry rescues. 
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Sample QuestionsSample Questions
What brought you from Slovenia to New
York, and what mindset shifts occurred?
What happened after you lost your job,
pregnant, how it invoked new leadership?
How do you collapse transformation
timelines, and why it matters to women?
How did elevating your perspective help
expand capacity and receive support?
Why was returning to Slovenia significant
for you, your marriage, family, business?
How is hailing from powerful, progressive,
women reflected in your values and work?
Why Aquarian women operate differently,
and how do you empower them?

Sara /S AH - r ah/  
Oblak /OH-bla:ck/  
Speicher /SPIKE-(er)/

http://www.facebook.com/saraospeicher
http://www.linkedin.com/in/saraospeicher/
http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxtZAG_hiH3czhZO0dWz2zA
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